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Abstract
This paper studies the problem of discovering the
most suitable resource for a specific request in a Grid
system. A Grid can be seen as an environment
comprised by routers and resources, where each router
is in charge of its local resources. In our previous
works we enhanced the routers of the system with
matchmaking capabilities in order to determine an
appropriate set of resources capable of satisfying a
specific request. Moreover, we presented an efficient
resource discovery mechanism called Re-routing
Tables that directs the requests to the resources
capable of satisfying them in a dynamical Grid system,
where resources are not statically online. In this paper,
we present an expansion of our resource discovery
scheme in order to cover the cases of consecutive
resource failures, and we emphasize in the
performance evaluation of our resource discovery
scheme by providing new sets of simulation tests in
Grid environments that are prone to resource failures.

1. Introduction
A Grid can be defined as “a large-scale,
geographically distributed, hardware and software
infrastructure composed of heterogeneous networked
resources owned and shared by multiple administrative
organizations which are coordinated to provide
transparent, dependable, pervasive and consistent
computing support to a wide range of applications.
These applications can perform distributed computing,
high throughput computing, on-demand computing,
data-intensive computing, collaborative computing or
multimedia computing” [1].
One of the main capabilities a Grid infrastructure
needs to support is a resource discovery mechanism
[2]. The base of Grid technology is the concept of
resource-sharing. Resources shared in a Grid system
could be desktop systems, clusters, storage devices and
large data-sets. A remote user should be able to gain

access to a remote resource either to execute a job or to
have access in the resource’s data. An effective
resource discovery mechanism is responsible of
supporting this operation in a Grid system.
In a Grid environment, there are certain factors that
make the resource discovery problem difficult to solve.
These factors are: the huge number of resources,
distributed ownership, heterogeneity of resources,
resource failure, and resource evolution (upgrades
changing a resource’s technical characteristics). An
efficient resource discovery mechanism should take
into consideration the above factors.
Combining matchmaking and routing approaches,
we propose a resource discovery scheme that can
guarantee discovering the most suitable resource for a
specific request and then directing that request to the
appropriate resource in a Grid environment, where
resource failures are a common fact. Moreover, the
proposed scheme deals effectively with the
phenomenon of consecutive resource failures.

2. Related work
One of the popular approaches for the Grid
Resource Discovery problem is the Matchmaking one
[3, 4, 8, 11, 14, 15, 18, and 20]. The Matchmaking
resource discovery framework suggests categorizing
the entities comprising a Grid system into requestors,
and providers. These entities advertise their
characteristics and requirements to a matchmaking
service, which is responsible of finding a match
between the advertisements and informing the relevant
parties of the match. The matched entities connect and
cooperate for the service’s execution.
It is a well-known fact that Grid and Peer-to-Peer
systems share the same main concept. They are both
resource-sharing environments. Their difference is that
they have followed different evolutionary paths. Grid
systems are mainly used in complex scientific
applications, while Peer-to-Peer systems are developed
around mainstream services such as file-sharing.

Several research papers suggest the application of
already known Peer-to-Peer resource discovery
mechanisms into the Grid [5, 6, 13, 16, 19, and 21].
Expanding the Matchmaking approaches, another
notable approach to the Resource Discovery problem is
the Semantic Communities one [7, 10, 12, and 17]. The
main concept behind this approach is that Grid
communities and human communities consist of
members that are engaged in sharing and
communication. Grid communities are formed based
on similar-interests policies, allowing community
nodes to learn of each other without relying on a
central meeting point.
Another interesting approach to the resource
discovery problem is the agent-based one [26]. Each
agent in the Grid system acts as a representative for a
local Grid resource and also cooperates with other
agents to perform service advertisement and discovery.
The agent-based approach also includes a
matchmaking framework, in which metrics such as the
deadline for the execution of an application and the
earliest time at which the application will terminate
play a crucial role.
To the best of our knowledge, a resource discovery
framework combining matchmaking and routing
concepts has never been deployed before. Using
semantic concepts for describing resources and
requests, and then directing the requests in the Grid
environment with an efficient routing mechanism, we
achieve to overcome the obstacle of resource failures
bound to happen in any Grid system.

3. Depiction of the Grid environment
A Grid system can be seen as an environment
comprised by matchmaking-routers and resources.
Each router is in charge of its local resources and also
connects with other routers within the Grid system.
Figure 1 presents a Grid system based on the
matchmaking-router model. The system is comprised
by three matchmaking-routers, where each one controls
its local resources.

Figure 1. A Grid system comprised
matchmaking routers and resources

by

4. Matchmaking
4.1. Descriptions of requests and resources
A request created in a matchmaking-router at some
point of time describes four basic characteristics [23]
in order to get satisfied. These required characteristics
are: architecture, operating system, disk, and memory.
Resources that are available in the Grid system also use
descriptions of their characteristics. A Grid resource is
fully described using the four characteristics mentioned
above.
After a request is created in a matchmaking-router,
the router uses the descriptions of Grid resources to
find an appropriate match. Since all the descriptions of
resources are available to the routers, the matchmaking
process is considered relatively easy.

4.2. Matchmaking rules
The matchmaking process in the resource discovery
scheme has to obey certain rules. The matchmaking
rules determine the set of candidate resources that can
satisfy a specific request.
The basic matchmaking rules in the framework are
the following:
• The architecture and operating system
characteristics of the request must match the
architecture
and
operating
system
characteristics of the resource.
• The minimum disk size required by the
request must be smaller or equal to the
available disk size of the resource.
• The minimum memory space required by the
request must be smaller or equal to the
available memory space of the resource.
An example of a request created in a matchmakingrouter is shown in Figure 2. The resources available to
the supposed Grid system are four and their description
types are shown in Figure 3. Resources of types 3 and
4 are capable of satisfying the request due to matches
in the architecture and operating system characteristics.
Note that the available disk and memory characteristics
also conform to the request’s minimum disk and
memory requirements.

Figure 2. An example of a request’s requirement

Figure 3. Available Grid resources
The matchmaking-router based on the matchmaking
rules concluded to the set of resources that are capable
of satisfying the request. The question now is which of
the two resources of type 3 and 4 is the most suitable to
satisfy the request? Resource of type 3 has larger disk
size and memory space from the request’s
requirements and its capabilities could be needed to a
more demanding future request. On the other hand,
resource of type 4 fits best with the request’s
requirements.
Given a set of resources that are capable of
satisfying a request, the Best Fit resource is the one
that has:
• a smaller or zero difference between available
disk size and required minimum disk size,
• and a smaller or zero difference between
available memory space and required
minimum memory space.
For the example request in Figure 2, the request
would be directed to the most suitable resource of type
4. The difference of the available disk size and
memory space of resource type 4 from the minimum
required disk size and memory space of the request is
zero.

used in order to forward the requests in the Grid
system in a non-random way.
Each router in the Grid system maintains a Routing
Table [9] with size equal to the number of different
resources in the network. Each data element in that
table is the minimum distance measured in hops from
that router to all the resources available in the network.
This procedure is effective when all the available
resources in the system are statically online. A failure
to a random resource in the system causes that specific
resource to exit the Grid system, therefore to get in an
offline state. Because the Routing Tables mechanism is
not capable of directing requests in an environment
where resources could get in an offline state at any
point of time, we deployed the Re-routing Tables
mechanism.

5.2. Dealing with Resource Failures
Figure 4 presents a supposed Grid system comprised
by twelve matchmaking- routers (MR stands for
matchmaking-router). Each router in this system
controls a number of local resources between three and
five. At some point of time a request for the resource
of type 9 is created in the MR11. Based on the
information maintained in its Routing Table (shown in
Table 1), MR11 forwards the request through MR6 to
MR7, where the requested resource exists locally. The
problem is that resource of type 9 in MR7 has gotten in
the offline state due to a resource failure. Due to this
offline resource event, an alternative resource of type 9
has to be discovered somewhere in the Grid system.
Such a resource type exists locally in MR5.

5. Directing requests
5.1. Routing Tables
Assuming that at a point of time a request for a
specific resource is created in one of the matchmakingrouters in the Grid system, an efficient resource
discovery mechanism should be able to find an
appropriate resource in the system. In the simplest
case, the matchmaking-router checks if one of its local
resources meets the request’s requirements. If not, the
router should forward the request to its neighbors
randomly. This random forwarding could be sufficient
in a small network, but would not satisfy a large
system’s needs. The Routing Tables mechanism is

Figure 4. An example of a re-routing event

We compute the new minimum distance from MR7
to resource of type 9 (5 hops). The problem is that
there are still routers in the network who still think that
Resource 9 is online in MR7 and they will keep
forwarding requests for that specific resource to MR7.
Even though an alternative resource exists in the
system, the matchmaking-routers do not have the new
information in their Routing Tables.
Table 1. Routing Tables available in MatchmakingRouters. Distance in hops from each router to the
resource of type 9.
Matchmaking-Routers

Resource 9

1
3 hops
2
2 hops
3
3 hops
4
2 hops
5
Local
6
2 hops
7
Local
8
2 hops
9
3 hops
10
2 hops
11
3 hops
12
2 hops
When the fact that a resource failure happened
somewhere in the Grid system, we can re-compute the
minimum distances for all routers in the network in
order to update the information in the Routing Tables
regarding the offline resource. Of course this solution
is computationally intensive especially in cases of large
systems. We can effectively reduce the computational
cost of the above solution by noticing that not all
matchmaking-routers forward requests to the
matchmaking-router where the offline resource event
occurred.
Examining the Grid system in Figure 4, it is obvious
that not all routers forward requests for resource of
type 9 to MR7. Therefore updating the Routing Tables
for all routers is unnecessary. A proper solution is to
find the routers that forward requests for resource of
type 9 to MR7 and only update their Routing Tables
creating their Re-routing Tables. From a total of 12
routers in Figure 4 only the following forward requests
for Resource 9 to MR7: MR1, MR2, MR6, MR8, and
MR11. All the other matchmaking-routers forward
requests to the alternative resource of type 9 existing
locally in MR5.
Once an offline resource event due to a resource
failure is established in a router of the network, we
have to determine which matchmaking-routers are

going to update their Routing Tables. The idea is to
start from the matchmaking-router where the offline
resource event occurred and visit all nodes in the
system to examine which of them do forward requests
for the offline resource to that specific router. Counting
hops from the offline resource router and checking the
Routing Tables of the visited nodes will determine
whether or not a router should update its Routing
Table. If the calculated hops are equal to the distance
in hops included in a matchmaking-router’s Routing
Table for that offline resource then this router has to
update its Routing Table creating its Re-routing Table.
Starting from MR 7, in which the offline resource
event occurred and with the knowledge included in the
Routing Tables shown in Table 1 we conclude to the
following regarding MR1 and MR4. The distance of
resource 9 in MR7 from MR1 is 3 hops, equal to the
distance represented in MR1’s Routing Table. So MR1
forwards requests for resource 9 to MR7. The distance
of resource 9 in MR7 from MR4 is 4 hops, not equal to
the distance represented in MR4’s Routing Table (2
hops). This means that MR4 does not forward requests
for resource 9 to MR7 and forwards them to another
router controlling locally a resource of that type.
Following the above procedure for all the routers in the
system we conclude to the matchmaking-routers that
need to update their Routing Tables.
A significant problem lies in MRs 3 and 9. The
distance of resource 9 in MR7 from MR3 and MR9 is
3 hops, equal to the distance represented in both of the
routers Routing Tables. The distance of the alternative
resource of type 9 in MR5 from MR3 and MR9 is also
3 hops. So it is not clear to which matchmaking-router
the MR3 and MR9 forward requests for resource of
type 9. In order to avoid problems in future requests we
update their Routing Tables creating their Re-routing
Tables anyway.
We concluded that MRs 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, and 11
including MR7 must update their Routing Tables in
order to satisfy future requests for the offline resource
of type 9. Computing the minimum distances for these
routers has as a result the creation of Re-routing Tables
shown in Table 2. Note that the distances shown here
are different for MRs 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11 from
those in Table 1 because of the update. The distance
for all the other routers is the same because they were
unaffected from the departure of resource 9 in MR7.
Table 2. Re-routing Tables for all matchmakingrouters after the update regarding resource of type
9. Bold rows are the matchmaking-routers that
update their information regarding offline resource
9

Matchmaking-Routers

Resource 9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

5 hops
4 hops
3 hops
2 hops
Local
6 hops
5 hops
4 hops
3 hops
2 hops
6 hops
2 hops

5.3. Consecutive Resource Failures
An important aspect of the proposed resource
discovery scheme is that it covers the cases of
consecutive resource failures. As mentioned before,
when a request is created in a matchmaking-router, the
router is responsible of providing the Best Fit resource
capable of satisfying the request. If the Best Fit
resource is in an offline state due to a resource failure,
the Re-routing Tables mechanism provides an
alternative resource somewhere in the Grid system.
There are rare cases when the alternative resource is
also offline due to another resource failure.
In Figure 5, a case example of consecutive resource
failures is presented. At some point of time a request
for resource of type 4 is created in MR1. The request is
forwarded in MR4, where resource of type 4 exists
locally, but it is currently offline due to a resource
failure. The update phase in the Routing Tables would
suggest directing the request to the neighbour Grid
node MR5, where an alternative resource of type 4
exists locally. Due to a resource failure, this specific
resource in MR5 is also offline. The update phase in
the Routing Tables would suggest directing the request
to MR6, where a resource of type 4 is online and
available. After two consecutive resource failures and
travelling through three intermediate routers (MR4,
MR5, and MR3), the request is finally satisfied.

Figure 5. An example case of consecutive resource
failures

Considering the nature of a Grid system, one may
suggest that a phenomenon of consecutive resource
failures is extremely rare. Though rare, the case of
consecutive resource failures cannot be ignored. If this
phenomenon is not dealt effectively, it could lead to
discarded and unsatisfied requests. The Re-routing
Tables mechanism is able of coping with consecutive
resource failures in the Grid system. For consecutive
resource failures, the Re-routing Tables procedure
works in a recursive way in each matchmaking-router,
where a resource failure occurred.

6. Testing
6.1. Simulation
Parameters

Tests

and

Performance

In order to emphasize in the performance evaluation
of the proposed resource discovery scheme, we
performed two types of simulation tests. In the first
type of tests, we used Grid environments where
resource failures occur in a rare way. We characterize
these environments as “friendly” Grid systems. In the
second type of tests, resource failures occur in a vast,
rapid, and common way. We characterize these
environments as “hostile” environments. Categorizing
the simulation tests in two types (“friendly” and
“hostile” Grid systems) is crucial for evaluating the
performance of our scheme. A resource discovery
scheme ought to behave well in both “friendly” and
“hostile” environments.
As presented in Section 3, the Grid environment is
comprised by matchmaking-routers and resources,
where each router controls its local resources. In such a
network-like Grid system, the performance parameter
for our proposed scheme is the distance in hops a
request traveled to get satisfied [25]. A small distance
in hops indicates better performance.

6.2. Environment
Grid Graph generator produced the Grid systems
[22] for our simulation needs. The Grid Graph
generator produced the backbone of the systems,
meaning the matchmaking-routers. After this we
allocated a certain number of resources to each
matchmaking-router in the system. The number of
resources that a matchmaking-router can control
locally is three to five and the different types of
resources available in the system are twenty. Note that
a resource of a specific type can exist locally in the
same matchmaking-router more than once. Taking into
consideration that a resource discovery framework
should perform well in both small and large Grid

systems, simulation tests were conducted in “friendly”
and “hostile” Grid systems of 202, 402, 602, 802 and
1002 matchmaking-routers. Due to space limitations
not all results and tests are presented here. The results
presented here concern the cases of “friendly” and
“hostile” Grid systems of 1002 matchmaking-routers.
Requests are created in random matchmakingrouters somewhere in the system. The matchmakingrouters using the available descriptions of resources,
and the matchmaking rules are responsible of
providing the Best Fit resource capable of satisfying
the request. After the Best Fit resource is identified, the
request is forwarded in the system using the Routing
Tables mechanism. For the cases of resource failures
the forwarding of the request happens with the support
of the Re-routing Tables mechanism.
Independently of the creation of requests, the offline
resource events due to resource failures happen in a
random way also. At some point of time a single
random resource in a random router gets in the offline
state. For the cases of “friendly” Grid systems of 1002
matchmaking-routers, a random resource gets in the
offline state every 1 time unit of the simulation. For the
cases of “hostile” Grid systems of 1002 matchmakingrouters, four random resources get in the offline state
every 1 time unit of simulation.
We have used the ability of the Grid Graph
generator of producing different topologies for the
same size of network. For every size of a Grid system,
the proposed resource discovery scheme was tested in
4 different topologies of that exact size. The results
presented here are the final averages of the four
different executions in four different topologies for a
“friendly” and a “hostile” Grid system of 1002
matchmaking-routers.

6.4. Results for the “friendly” Grid system
Results presented here are the final averages of the
four different executions in four different topologies in
a “friendly” 1002 Routers Grid system. A random
resource gets in the offline state due to a resource
failure every 1 time unit of simulation. The
Matchmaking-Routers approach is the one that makes
use of the Re-routing Tables mechanism when a
resource failure event is acknowledged in some router
of the system. The Hybrid Matchmaking-Routers
approach is the one described in Section 6.3.
Figure 6 presents the evolution of simulation in
terms of distance in hops for 1000 requests based on
the Matchmaking-Routers. Resource discovery for the
most cases of requests happened in small level of hops
around 2 and 3 hops. Of course, there are slightly
higher results above 5 hops, but considering the large
size and the dynamicity of the Grid system, results are
acceptable. It appears that the proposed resource
discovery scheme guarantees discovering the Best Fit
resource successfully and in a small level of hops.

6.3. Hybrid Matchmaking Resource Discovery
In order to compare the behaviour of the proposed
resource discovery scheme, we deployed another
resource discovery mechanism called HybridMatchmaking Resource Discovery. The hybrid
mechanism works in a semi-random way, based on the
popular random-walk approach [25]. When a request is
created in a matchmaking-router, the router is again
responsible of providing the Best Fit resource capable
of satisfying the request. The forwarding of the request
happens with the following procedure. The
matchmaking-router checks in its local resources for
the Best Fit resource. If the resource is not found there,
the request is randomly forwarded to neighboring
nodes. To avoid unnecessary cycles in the network,
nodes that are visited from a request are marked, so
they’re not chosen in a future forward of the same
request.

Figure 6. Resource Discovery based on
Matchmaking-Routers and Hybrid MatchmakingRouters in a 1002 Routers Grid system
Figure 6 also presents the evolution of simulation in
terms of distance in hops for 1000 requests based on
the Hybrid Matchmaking-Routers. Results are bad
since for the most cases of requests the discovery of
the Best Fit resource demands around 4 and 8 hops.
For some cases of requests the distance in which a
request gets satisfied could even reach to levels up to
50 hops. Results for the Hybrid Matchmaking-Routers
were partially expected to be in these levels. The
technique’s bad behaviour is mainly caused to the
semi-random walk approach combined with the large

size and the dynamicity of the Grid system. These
factors lead to these unacceptable results.

6.5. Results for the “hostile” Grid system
Results presented here are the final averages of the
four different executions in four different topologies in
a “hostile” 1002 Routers Grid system. Four random
resources get in the offline state due to a resource
failure every 1 time unit of simulation.
Figure 7 presents the evolution of simulation in
terms of distance in hops for 1000 requests based on
the Matchmaking-Routers. For the first 400 time units
of simulation, resource discovery for the most cases of
requests happened in small levels of hops, around 2
and 5 hops. For the other 600 time units of simulation,
results are higher, around 5 and 10 hops. It appears that
the vastness, in which resource failures occur in the
system, affects the resource discovery scheme. This
fact was expected. As the simulation time proceeds,
more and more resources exit the Grid system due to
failures, and the resource discovery scheme has to
travel larger distances in order to discover alternative
resources capable of satisfying the requests. Taking in
consideration the “hostility” of the environment, results
are still in acceptable levels of hops.

Figure 7. Resource Discovery based on
Matchmaking-Routers and Hybrid MatchmakingRouters in a 1002 Routers Grid system
Figure 7 also presents the evolution of simulation in
terms of distance in hops for 1000 requests based on
the Hybrid Matchmaking-Routers. Results are
extremely bad. The vastness, in which resource failures
occur, appears to have negative effects in the Hybrid
Matchmaking-Routers approach from the beginning of
the simulation. For the first half of simulation, the
approach presents high results, around 5 and 10 hops.

Of course there are a lot cases in which resource
discovery demands extremely larger distances in hops.
As simulation time proceeds and more resources exit
the system, the Hybrid Matchmaking-Routers approach
presents catastrophic results. For the most cases of
requests, resource discovery demands around 20 to 50
hops. It appears that the Hybrid Matchmaking-Routers
cannot deal effectively with the “hostility” of the
environment.

7. Conclusions and Future Research
We presented a resource discovery scheme capable
of overcoming the obstacles of resource failures bound
to happen in any Grid system. The proposed resource
discovery scheme includes a simple and effective
matchmaking framework in order to identify the Best
Fit resource for the request’s requirements. Directing
of the requests in the Grid system happens with the Rerouting Tables mechanism, which is capable of dealing
with the cases of resource failures, and consecutive
resource failures.
Finally, we presented two types of simulation tests:
in “friendly” and “hostile” Grid systems. The proposed
resource discovery scheme with Matchmaking-Routers
proved its superiority against the semi-random Hybrid
Matchmaking-Routers. For both types of tests, the
proposed resource discovery scheme presented
extremely well results, despite the offline resource
events caused by resource failures.
It is in our future intentions to continue evaluating
the performance of the proposed resource discovery
mechanisms taking into consideration additional
performance parameters, such as the reliability of the
Grid resources, or directing requests to Grid resources
that guarantee the minimum cost. Moreover, further
research is needed in order to address the problem of
“resource evolution”. The term “resource evolution”
refers to the upgrades that change the technical
characteristics of a resource. It is in our intentions to
expand the proposed resource discovery scheme in
order to cover these cases.
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